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Dubai Mall Aquarium Selects Wybron Architectural Fixtures and InfoTrace
System To Light World's Largest Indoor Marine Mammal Pavilion

Colorado Springs, CO – July 19, 2007 – Wybron, Inc., a leader of entertainment, houses

of worship and architectural lighting technology, today announced that the Dubai Mall

Aquarium, a permanent installation in the world's largest shopping mall located in

downtown Dubai, purchased 226 Large Format Aquarams and InfoTrace Control and

Management System.  The aquarium expects to install Wybron’s fixtures and the

InfoTrace system in September.

Wybron’s Aquarams will illuminate the 164 foot aquarium to allow visitors to see sharks,

stingrays and other species of fish in their natural habitat.  Each Aquaram contains up to

32 gel colors and is water resistant. The InfoTrace system will control and manage all of

the fixtures via the RDM platform.

“We are very pleased with the spike in sales of our architectural fixtures,” said Larry

Turner, Wybron CEO.   “Wybron continues to introduce new outdoor lighting technology

as we expect the demand for lighting designs to grow in the overall architectural and

buildings space.”

CD+M Lighting Design Group, a US-based multi-disciplinary lighting and

controls design firm which provides a range of professional design services

for architectural, entertainment, corporate, educational and mixed-use
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projects globally, designed the project and will supervise programming and

installation during the final phases of the project, which opens in 2008.

Wybron Authorized Dealer Stage Equipment and Lighting (SEAL) handled the sale.

SEAL’s main office and export business is located in Miami, with regional offices in

Orlando and Tampa, Florida.

About Wybron, Inc.

Wybron is advancing the art of lighting through collaboration with its customers across

the entertainment, houses of worship and architectural markets.  The company

consistently develops state-of-the-art, award-winning solutions.  Recognized as one of

the world’s leading innovators in the lighting field, the company’s products are used in

Broadway shows, including A Chorus Line, Beauty and the Beast, Chicago, Lion King,

Spamalot and The Producers and in Las Vegas Blue Man Group, Cirque du Soleil KÁ

and Spamalot.  As well as the entertainment fields, houses of worship and commercial

architects, Wybron also serves cruise ships, theme parks and casinos throughout the

U.S. and across the globe.

For more information about Wybron’s architectural and building fixture products, please

call the Wybron Sales Department at 1-800-624-0146 or visit the company’s Web site at

www.wybron.com.
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